
Mortar Mixer 
User manual 

 

1. Hopper  2. Reduction box  3. Revolution direction  4. Paddle lock  5. Handle lift 

6. Paddle  7. Bowl  8. Bowl base  9. Base plate  10. Frame  11. Lift  12. Control panel 

13. Connector  14. Motor 



 

1.  Specification 

Speed  

Revolution 62r/min( slow)   125r/min(fast)    

Rotation 140r/min( slow)   285r/min(fast) 

Power 380V  50HZ 

Bowl capacity 5 Liter 

Paddle width 135mm  

Control Manual and automatic 
 
2. Setup 
 Remove the plastic cover after removing the box, put the control box in a safe 

place separately, and check the packing list, specifications, certificates and 
fittings after cleaning. 

 Planetary cementing mixer can work on the ordinary working table , no need 
for special fixation, but attention to keep instrument not tilt. 

 Connect control box and instrument, take off the bowl and press manual 
control. Use slow speed to check paddle is it rotate in the direction indicated, 
If not change two of wires. 

 Install of the bowl and locked, use handle lift let bowl up to working position. 
 Adjust paddle( up and down) let interval of paddle and bowl to be 3mm±

1mm. 
3. Operation 
   This instrument has tow types operation manual and automatic. 
 Automatic operation  
   Turn on the switch to automatic which is on the instrument, than press start button 

which is on the control box than the instrument will working as folling step. 
   Low speed 30 seconds ---- low speed 30seconds with sand ----hight speed 30 

seconds ---- stop for 90 seconds ---- hight speed for 60 seconds. 
Attention: When you use automatic control must turn off the speed and send 
switch to stop position. 
 
 Manual control 
Turn on the switch to manual which is on the instrument than turn on the fuancition 
switch as your steps. 
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